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Notice:

Sends out a stream of 
negative ions that attracts
positive airborne dust and
allergen particles in the air
making them too heavy to
remain airborne and
therefore ineffective.
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Advanced Three Stage Filtration Process

Function:
· Direct touch operation for FT-APC-1, special IMD touch panel for FT-APC-1
· Three filters: Pre-filter, High efficient HEPA and Activate Carbon. Pre-filter can intercept the hair, dander and
  other large particle pollution. High efficient HEPA can remove tiny inhalable particle pollution, including the
  PM2.5. Activate Carbon can filter different noxious gas and odor including formaldehyde. 
· Odor sensor, LED indicator light can tell air quality.
· Light sensor: Under auto mode, when light dimmed, the machine turns into sleep mode automatically.
· Sleeping mode:  Running in a very slow speed almost without noise.
· Negative ion.
· Three steps of speed would be high, low, silent.
· Auto mode: Air quality sensor monitor the air condition in real time. According to air quality, adjust the
  speed automatically for the energy efficiency and environmental protection.
· Timer function.
· Filter replacement indicator.
· Child lock.
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Voltage: AC 220-240V, 50Hz
Power: 45W
Recommended Coverage: Up to 30m²
Product Size: 206X320X523mm
CADR((BG): 170m³/h
Negative Lon Density: 5 million pcs/cm³
Nett Weight: 5.05KG

Specifications

FT-APC-1

Cleaner A i r,
Hea l thy Env i ronmen t .

REPLACE FILTER ALERT

SMART AIR FLOW
CONTROL SENSOR

3 SPEED CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL

FOUR STAGE FILTERATION
WITH IONISER

ADVANCED HEPA FILTER


